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The “2nd Global Experts Meeting on Infectious Diseases” which was scheduled during February 27-28, 2019 at Tokyo, Japan. The conference was initiated with the honorable presence of the Keynote forum. The list includes:

• **Title:** Universal Vaccine and Artificial Pandemics by Infectious Attenuated Live Vaccine to Save People from Dangerous New Influenza Pandemic Yoshinori Hayakawa, Toin University of Yokohama, Japan

• **Title:** Is It Possible to Treat Community-Acquired and Nosocomial Infections with the Same Method, Without the Use of Antibiotics

**Conference Series** is glad to announce “3rd Global Experts Meeting on Infectious Diseases” which is scheduled to be held during January 27-28, 2020 at Bangkok, Thailand and the event is enlightened with the theme “Research Reformulate: Latest Prognosis in Infectious Diseases”.

**Conference Series** takes the immense Pleasure to invite participants from all over the world to attend the ”3rd Global Experts Meeting on Infectious Diseases (Infectious Diseases Meet 2020)”, to be held in Bangkok, Thailand during January 27-28, 2020. **Infectious Diseases Meet 2020** program focuses on “Research Reformulate: Latest Prognosis in Infectious Diseases”. In collaboration with its Editorial Board Members along with institutional partners the Infectious Diseases Meet 2020 includes various people presenting their research in the form of Keynote speeches, Oral Presentations, Video presentations, Symposia, Workshops, Poster Presentations, E-Posters and Exhibitions covering a range of topics and important issues which may be helpful for us all from the research to the practical implementations.

**Why to attend Infectious Diseases Conference?**

The Infectious Diseases Meet will act as a platform for Infectious Diseases Specialist, Infectious Diseases Researchers, Scientists, Faculties, Students, Business professionals, Healthcare professionals, clinicians, researchers, academicians, foundation leaders, Infectious Diseases Associations and Societies, direct service providers, policymakers, Medical Colleges, Pharmaceutical Companies and Industries, Medical Devices Manufacturing Companies, Drug Manufacturing Companies and Industries and others related to this topic to exchange and discuss their valuable views on tracking the Infectious Diseases related concepts.

Infectious Diseases Meet 2020 encourages various methods in the study of large disease burden and highlighting existing opportunities in the field of Public health, Infectious Diseases, Microbiology, Neglected Tropical Diseases, Parasitology, Epidemiology and most importantly concerning Infectious Diseases, Pediatric Infectious Diseases. Global Infectious Diseases Conferences provides the time to collaborate with industry peers and discover knowledge and resources that can be used to achieve your personal and organizational goals.

Infectious Diseases Meet 2020 gathering will strengthen the ideas about Infectious Diseases and different aspects related to it. We attempt to provide a perfect stage to Researchers, Scholars, and key Speakers to share data and experiences and empower people with their deep knowledge of Human Infectious Diseases and aspire them to fight against the worldwide risk related to it.

**Introduction to Infectious Diseases**

Infectious Diseases square measure disorders caused by organisms like microorganism, viruses, fungi or parasites. Infectious Diseases are also of, foodborne, vector-borne, airborne in related as furthermore in plants and animals. Infectious diseases essentially emphasize on the pathological process of the microorganism and their therapeutic measures, synthetize of branches of particularly clinical and diagnostic biology that deals with the cure hindrance of the Infectious Diseases It represents an associate degree progressively necessary for human morbidity and mortality reason throughout the globe. The Immunizing agent development may be nice importance in terms of world heal.

Infectious Diseases kill more people throughout the world. These infections are mainly caused by germs. We can get infected by touching, eating, drinking or breathing something. Germs can also spread through animal and insect bites, sexual contact. Some of the
diseases like measles and chickenpox can also be prevented by vaccines. Hand washing is also used to prevent Infectious Diseases.

Infectious Diseases Meet 2020 is one of the Medical meetings which will be visited by all the research experts, medical educators, research fellow, postgraduates, affiliations, business meanders and various others medical experts from various fields one of them are travel medicine to comes under a solitary rooftop and discuss various ideas and their researches. Infectious Diseases society meetings will help in B2B teaming up, frameworks organization, amidst specialists and academicians from all corners of the globe.

We have dealt with various Infectious Diseases events and various medical meetings and develop incredible relations bringing the researchers and associations together. Infectious Diseases Meet will invite all the world-class teachers, scientists and researchers to discuss their ideas and researches for global elimination and eradication of Infectious Diseases, Microbiology, Tropical Diseases, Pediatric Infectious Diseases, Parasitology, Clinical Tropical Medicine, Neglected Tropical Diseases, and Sexually Transmitted Diseases.

The distinguished tracks are having a disperse information regarding the new innovations and technologies in infectious diseases research which will allow the attendees to explore the ideas and issues related to patient care. Broadly eminent speakers, the most recent frameworks, methodologies, and the most current updates are indications of Infectious Diseases Meet 2020.

The Infectious Meet 2020 conference is expected to provide great scope for interaction of professionals including speaker presentations, workshops, poster presentations, symposia from around the globe, on a single platform.
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